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DE LA WARR PAVILION
PROJECTING MOVING IMAGE ARTWORK IN STUNNING HD

To coincide with the London 2012 Olympic Games, Film and
Video Umbrella and De La Warr Pavilion presented four newly
commissioned moving image artworks on the theme of sporting
excellence. With high levels of expectation regarding quality of
image and delivery from the artists and the producer, three NEC
PA500U projectors were specified to do justice to the stunning HD
content in a challenging mixed light environment.
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best installation flexibility and excellent connectivity. The PA500U’s
special inorganic panels enable longer operation times and a lower
service cost.
Playback was delivered from ADTEC HD servers hired from ADi
Audio Visual, and the screens were custom built for the exhibition
by Harkness Hall. The audio zones for the work played out from
SoundTube ceiling mounted speakers supplied by Sound Directions.
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